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Filibuster has finally ended

WASHINGTON (UPI) — With a series of floor speeches, a filibuster on the floor of the Senate ended Tuesday, ending a prolonged debate on the confirmation of Judge Harold H. Greene to chief judge of the District of Columbia Circuit Court.

The debate was initiated by Senate Majority Leader Robert Dole, R-Kans., who wanted to delay the vote on the nomination until the Senate could consider the legislation passed by the House. Dole had threatened to use the filibuster if the Senate did not agree to his request.

In the end, the Senate voted 60-39 to confirm Greene's nomination, ending the filibuster and allowing the Senate to proceed with other business.

Old Capitol's cash abilities questioned

WASHINGTON (UPI) — The purported $12 million in cash found in the Old Capitol, the former home of the National Bank of Iowa, was questioned by auditors from the Internal Revenue Service and the Federal Reserve.

The auditors were able to locate only $7 million in cash, leaving $5 million unaccounted for. The money was discovered after a raid on the bank in 1979.

The cash was found in the basement of the building, which was used as a storage facility for the bank.

U.S. high court upholds hollow conviction

WASHINGTON (UPI) — The Supreme Court on Monday upheld a hollow conviction of a man convicted of murdering a police officer in the District of Columbia.

The court ruled that the conviction was based on a false confession and that the trial court had failed to give the defendant a fair trial.

The case involved a man who had confessed to murder, but later recanted his confession. The court ruled that the trial court had not properly handled the case.

Sexism, sterility before court

WASHINGTON (UPI) — The Supreme Court on Monday heard arguments in a case involving the right of women to receive equal protection under the law.

The case involves a woman who was denied the right to have an abortion because she was not married.

The court heard arguments from both sides, and the decision is expected to be announced in the next few weeks.
Ul to Coralville bike path opens

BY DONNIE WICKREAR

The Des Moines Register

Ames-based CRLD (Bike path connecting Crush with 271 to Campbell is open in new location, according to Chris Stons, EP project manager.

Construction on the bike path started Aug. 15. However, content — published before it was opened to the public — is included.

The task force is a series that breaks down the Iowa Register's articles. Each article is an examination of the Iowa Register's content, providing a different perspective on the article.

Iowa Register

The Des Moines Register

The path is paved with concrete, making it accessible to all types of users. It's also lined with trees, providing shade and a pleasant atmosphere.

The path is located near the Iowa River and is part of the downtown urban greenway. It's a great place to walk, bike, or just relax.

The path is open to the public and is free to use. There are also benches along the route for those who want to rest.

There are also plans for future expansion of the path, including connections to other areas of the city.

The path is a great addition to the city and is sure to be a popular destination for locals and visitors alike.
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Renting ownership idea confronted in back yard

Some people rent houses, others own homes, but many renters and homeowners share the same tenancy agreement. The result is a conflict of interest, with the landlord often in the driver's seat when it comes to issues like maintenance and repairs. This is particularly true in rental properties where the landlord has veto power over whether or not a tenant can make improvements to the property.

Rental agreements can be complex and often contain hidden clauses that favor the landlord. This can be especially problematic in areas where the housing market is tight and renters have few options. In some cases, landlords have been known to use their power to force tenants out of their homes, either by raising rents beyond what the tenant can afford or by5 creating a hostile living environment.

That there II

In Iceland, there are two main types of landlords: those who are native islanders and those who are not. The former tend to be more understanding and flexible when it comes to renting, while the latter often have more stringent requirements and less willingness to negotiate.

Parietal rule

In the United States, the parietal rule is a popular housing arrangement where students are required to live together in a dormitory or a similar facility. The rule is designed to foster a sense of community and to provide a safe and supportive environment for students.

Of This Examination to the era when women were required to be

This statement suggests that "programming and lifestyle fear of empty dorms to be unfounded. Where they live, just as anyone else. The parietal rule, which will be discussed later, is a waste of time.

The question II,

Deregulation is

A statement issued last week by a committee of the Senate to play the guitar as well as being a

The question II,

The question II,

The question II,

That before World War II there

That before World War II there are two main types of landlords: those who are native islanders and those who are not. The former tend to be more understanding and flexible when it comes to renting, while the latter often have more stringent requirements and less willingness to negotiate.

Dissent cannot

To say that Kent State is no longer

Writing cheerfully around the kitchen, preparing

Rodeo glorifies

Violent past

To the Editor:

What kind of society gets in ‘kickoff’ from watching heightened anger exact its revenge by sword to cowboys? Rodeos are a symbol of our past, not our future. We need to find a way to live the present, not the past. That means embracing new ideas and new ways of thinking.

Letters

Rodeo glorifies violent past

To the Editor:

What kind of society gets in ‘kickoff’ from watching heightened anger exact its revenge by sword to cowboys? Rodeos are a symbol of our past, not our future. We need to find a way to live the present, not the past. That means embracing new ideas and new ways of thinking.

Dissonant cannot tolerate murder

To the Editor:

Kent State is not a paradise. The killings at Kent State were the result of a peaceful protest.

The Kent State shootings occurred on May 4, 1970, during a student demonstration at Kent State University in Kent, Ohio.

The shootings resulted in the deaths of four students and a bystander, and were considered by many to be a turning point in the anti-war movement.

In the years that followed, the Kent State shootings became a symbol of the conflict between the United States and Vietnam, and the struggle for peace and justice.
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Sydney learns all about crime
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Things I learned while reading a new book called

"Sydney" is a city that has its share of crime, but it's also a city that has its share of culture. The city is filled with a mix of old and new, and it's easy to find something to do whether you're interested in the arts or in sports.
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'Moving' business expands, includes transporting icebergs

The planning and running of an iceberg racing event has been described as a logistical challenge on a grand scale. The event, which involves transporting icebergs from Antarctica to locations around the world, is a novel venture that combines traditional racing elements with the unique characteristics of icebergs. The idea is to create a spectacle that is both competitive and visually striking, drawing attention to the potential profitability of icebergs as an alternative source of energy.

The event is organized by a French firm that has proposed transporting the first iceberg to a location in Saudi Arabia. The firm has indicated that it is interested in utilizing the icebergs for different purposes, such as creating a unique tourist attraction or generating renewable energy. The proposal has sparked interest and has been met with some skepticism by environmentalists who are concerned about the potential impact on the environment.

One of the key challenges in organizing the event is the logistics of transporting the icebergs. This involves developing specialized equipment and securing permits for transportation. The firm has already spent a substantial amount of money on the proposal, which has been a significant source of interest and debate.

The event has also been met with some criticism, particularly from those who are concerned about the potential implications for the environment. Some environmentalists have expressed concern about the impact on the Antarctic ecosystem and the potential for the icebergs to melt rapidly in the new location, thereby releasing greenhouse gases.

Despite these challenges, the proposal has continued to gain traction, and the firm is optimistic about the future of the event. They believe that it has the potential to become a significant attraction, drawing visitors from around the world to witness the unique spectacle of icebergs racing.
N.L. playoffs begin

Curtain opens in L.A.

LOS ANGELES (UPI) — The curtain will rise Monday night as Dodger Stadium hosts the Dodgers and Padres. The Dodgers have won the first two games of the series and are in the hunt for the N.L. West title. The Padres are trying to keep pace with the Dodgers.

The Dodgers' pitching staff has been dominant, allowing only six runs in 14 innings. The Padres' offense has struggled, scoring only three runs in the first two games.

On The Line

The Dodgers have the advantage in this series. Despite the Padres' recent struggles, they have a talented pitching staff that can keep the Dodgers off the bases.

The Padres' offense, however, has struggled against the Dodgers' dominance. They will need to find a way to score runs if they want to win this series.

The Dodgers are the favorites in this series, and it will be interesting to see how the Padres respond.

Teams scramble in musical chairs

NEW YORK (UPI) — The New York Philharmonic Orchestra, which is in the process of scheduling its 1974-75 season, has announced that it will play a series of concerts in the United States and abroad.

The orchestra will perform in a variety of venues, including Carnegie Hall, the Brooklyn Academy of Music, and the New York State Theater.

Sports

Season tickets for the New York Mets are now on sale at the box office and through the team's season ticket office.

The Mets are playing their home games at Shea Stadium, which is located in the borough of Queens.

The team's season ticket office is located at 240 East 41st Street, New York, NY 10017.

The box office is open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Tickets are available for all home games, which are scheduled to begin on May 1.

The Mets' home opener is scheduled for May 1, against the Los Angeles Dodgers.

The team's home schedule is as follows:

- May 1: Los Angeles Dodgers
- May 2: New York Yankees
- May 3: New York Yankees
- May 4: New York Yankees
- May 5: New York Yankees
- May 6: New York Yankees
- May 7: New York Yankees
- May 8: New York Yankees
- May 9: New York Yankees
- May 10: New York Yankees
- May 11: New York Yankees
- May 12: New York Yankees
- May 13: New York Yankees
- May 14: New York Yankees
- May 15: New York Yankees
- May 16: New York Yankees
- May 17: New York Yankees
- May 18: New York Yankees
- May 19: New York Yankees
- May 20: New York Yankees
- May 21: New York Yankees
- May 22: New York Yankees
- May 23: New York Yankees
- May 24: New York Yankees
- May 25: New York Yankees
- May 26: New York Yankees
- May 27: New York Yankees
- May 28: New York Yankees
- May 29: New York Yankees
- May 30: New York Yankees
- May 31: New York Yankees
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House examines Olympic coverage

WASHINGTON (AP) — A House subcommittee examining Olympic issues was warned Monday that the United States is in danger of losing "unique advantages" from the Soviet Union in preparing to compete in the 1984 Winter Games.

House Commerce Communications Subcommittee Chairman John Mica, R-Fla., said the Soviet government is investing heavily in its athletes and is using them as "political tools" to spread its ideology.

"I would urge the panel to examine the developments that led up to contracts granting the Olympics to Russia," Mica said. "We're probably not far enough from the Summer Olympics in Moscow in 1980 to say that we've prevented it from coming about, but we should certainly consider the possibility of such an event.

"We need to look closely at our own Olympic program, because we're in a race with the Soviet Union in creating a world-class and world-revered Olympics. We're in a race with the Soviet Union in creating an Olympic system that will be rated by the world as being the best," Mica said.

"If we're prevented from competing, we'll give up our advantage. We'll lose our chance to compete," Mica said.

Sportsscripts

Season tickets on sale

The House Commerce Communications Subcommittee, chaired by Lionel Strand, R-N.Y., said it will hold hearings in September to examine the developments that led up to contracts granting the Olympics to Russia. Mica said the Soviet government is using its athletes as "political tools" to spread its ideology.

"We need to look closely at our own Olympic program, because we're in a race with the Soviet Union in creating a world-class and world-revered Olympics. We're in a race with the Soviet Union in creating an Olympic system that will be rated by the world as being the best," Mica said. "If we're prevented from competing, we'll give up our advantage. We'll lose our chance to compete."
High Tar
No Longer
Essential
To Taste.

Tests prove low tar MERIT delivers flavor of higher tar cigarettes.

For years, it seemed the only way to get real taste from a cigarette was to smoke a high tar brand.

High tar cigarettes had an "exclusive" on taste.

Today, all the standards are changing because of a new taste breakthrough called 'Enriched Flavor' tobacco. MERIT is packed with 'Enriched Flavor' tobacco. Tobacco fortified with certain key flavor-rich ingredients isolated in cigarette smoke and proven to deliver flavor way out of proportion to tar.

Test Data Conclusive

MERIT and MERIT 100's were both tested against a number of higher tar cigarettes. Thousands of smokers were involved.

Overall, smokers reported they liked the taste of both MERIT and MERIT 100's as much as the taste of the higher tar cigarettes tested.

Cigarettes having up to 60% more tar!
Only one cigarette has 'Enriched Flavor' tobacco.
And you can taste it.

MERIT
Kings & 100's